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Classy!

Refurbished Old RU Not Good
Enough Say Profs, Students

T

he Old RU re-opened on March 11
to a new life as home to 38 classrooms. They will help make up for
the elimination of 98 classrooms when
Bat. 14 and half of Bat. 13 closed as part
of the Mirail’s Reconstruction plan.

Yet the Spartan design of the Old RU
classrooms immediately generated uproar.
Unpainted walls (with workers’ bootprints
in impossible places), classrooms without
windows, a lack of soundproofing, leaky
roofs, dust and poor ventilation have been
just some of the criticisms from students
and staff.

The refurbishment of the Old RU happened quickly. The building contracts were
awarded in September, but, following negotiations, the green light was only given
in December, said Robert Ayala, former
Construction Engineering teacher at the
Mirail and now head of the Division du
Patrimoine immobilier et du développement
durable (DPIDD - but these days simply
PIDDY to its friends) that oversaw the
building project.
Problems arose immediately. The CROUS
vacated the Old RU on January 7, “but
left all their kitchen equipment behind,”
Mr. Ayala explained, which obviously
hampered work. A further interruption
occurred in January when “financing
problems” caused work to stop for a week.
This set DPIDD and the contractors up
for what Mr. Ayala described as a “nearly
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MIRAIL
WASTES
€1M ON
ROOMS
IT
DOESN’T
NEED

The controversial new Old RU classrooms just cost the university €1 million.
And the fac doesn’t even need them.

by Paul Scanlan, M1 There are enough existing classrooms at

impossible deadline” but one which they the Mirail to hold all classes for all stumet.
dents...if classes were scheduled better.
All in all the surveys and modeling took “We could have avoided building in the
seven weeks. The work (transforming Old RU if classes were scheduled
5000m2) was completed in five.
across the whole week Monday mornCertain details showed how fast the work ing to Friday evening and maybe even
was done. A doorframe had been built Saturday morning, as is the case with
directly over an old sign warning students other universities,”explained Robert
not to put metal in the microwave (c’mon Ayala, head of the Division du Patriguys!) Workers hadn’t even stopped to moine (DPIDD)
rip the sign off the wall. Elsewhere, two
acetylene gas tanks sat alone in a corridor. Room usage can be calculated with an
Buckets and a dirty abandoned jacket sat “occupancy rate.” If there’s a class in
in the RU’s entrance. A retro payphone every classroom every period of the day,
remains on the wall of one room.
the occupancy rate is 100%.
As an architect, Mr. Ayala says he can only A university needs an occupancy rate of
be “fairly satisfied” with the results, but
says he’s happy that he, his team and the 80% to optimize it’s classroom use, Mr.
contractors were able to get the job done Ayala said.
on time and according to regulations.
Currently the Mirail’s occupancy rate is
Others agreed. “I’m amazed that the work- 44%.
ers actually managed to put up all the walls “Monday morning there are far fewer
and electricity in such a short time” said people.” We all know afternoon and even
DANG teacher Andrew McMichael.
morning classes on Friday are rare.
“The first time we were in room 011, we
had breathing trouble,” said Francoise Inefficient usage has effects on the UFR
Besson, DANG teacher, by email. “I saw level too. “All the language classes could
that a student seemed to be unwell,” and happen in Bat. 31” Mr. Ayala said.
had to open the door. Prof. Besson also “The profs say it’s the students” who
stated she felt “dizzy” when she stood up
resist scheduling classes at unpopular
to write on the whiteboard.
times. “But as a teacher I know, if it’s an
...Continued on page 3 important class the students will come.”

About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly
funded by the University of Toulouse - Le Mirail
since 2010. The Mariner takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously. The Mariner’s masthead was
designed by the talented Florent Guth, and other
contributors are credited as they appear. The Mariner
would also like to thank Dave Finkbrau for his help,
and all the Finkbraus that helped in the creation of
the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

All We Need Is Just a Little Patience
Re: Where is Platform 9 ¾?
(Issue 13 March)
I can understand the difficulties you
run into with regard the refurbishment work in building 13. Especially
when we are new students. This is the
2nd year I have been at the Mirail.
Last year I have met some difficulties as well but it was not because of
refurbishment work. For example
sometimes I had to run from Bat. 31
to Bat. 13, to avoid being late; now
with the extension of the UFR, there
are no more issues like that. Also
there were puddles on the ground in
some rooms in building 13. So you
can imagine how the course conditions were during the winter! The
13 building had to be refurbished.
the first time I saw [Bat. 31] the I
was really happy to discover a such
nice, modern and pleasant building
I think the Mirail put a lot of effort
into ensuring that students have
good studying conditions …For
example the RU, UFR, BU… Such
nice, modern and pleasant buildings!
We have to be patient - One cannot
have everything all at once.

No
Poutine?
That’s that
shit I don’t
like.
Poutine Indignation
Re: How to Feed Your Drunk Ass: A
Recipe for Poutine (Issue 13 March)

I badly wanted to eat some poutine
last night. No, let me get this right:
your article made me want it. Picture
yourself in my situation, on a Sunday
evening, with no potatoes at home, no
cheap cheese, and no doubtful sauce.
But it’s your lucky day! The Mariner
talked about your very dream place:
a Canadian restaurant. So you run
towards the Allées Jean Jaurès, drooling with expectation along the way.
You reach n°23. You look around, but
no: no Canadian paradise in sight...
Instead of this, you find yourself in
front of an effing Subway (here is a
crappy cellphone picture from last
night as evidence). I am devastated.
- M.Houda
Promise me to never ever do this to
Comment originally posted on our blog me again.
themarinernews.wordpress.com
-Estelle, LLCE L2

Why Aren’t You Listening to...
Kid Koala – 12 Bit Blues –
Ninja Tune - 2012
Kid Koala is a 38 year old
Montreal-based D.J. and noted
turntablist: he recomposes jazz or
heavy rock music with turntables, a
mixing controller, old records and
of course scientific and inspired
D.J. cuts. He is also the talented
cartoonist behind every one of his
albums covers.
On his new project the musician
- who has always tried to build
a bridge between old sources of
music and new tools - has decided
to focus himself on blues music and
he did well. In this case he added an
E-Mu SP1200 sampler to his

by Hugues Marly

toolbox and instead of remixing
classic blues songs by adding
a crappy breakbeat to it (like
some “producers” do) On “12
Bit Blues,” Kid Koala employed
loops, scratching/cutting voices
and instruments with talent and
humility. The results are always
creative and effective without
betraying the feeling of the blues,
they just express Kid Koala's own
version of the music. Believe me it
works.
Hugues Marly D.J.’s the Clarksdale radio show on Campus 94 FM &
www.campusfm.net
every
other Wednesday 10-11PM. He
writes about Southern U.S. music on
lesudlefaitmieux.wordpress.com

...Continued from page 1

S

he also “had the feeling that there was
an odorless chemical,” comments
echoed, separately, by Miriam, LLCE
L2: “There was some sort of gas coming from
the vent…some people couldn’t breathe and
got headaches.”

There were other potentially dangerous situations in the first days. One DANG teacher,
who preferred not to be named, got an
electric shock from brushing against exposed
live wires.

There have also been teething pains due to
the RU’s other idiosyncrasies. Prof. Besson
said one of her students, “who can only write
with a computer,” was unable to take notes
because they couldn’t reach the electrical
sockets which are located, strangely, on the
ceiling.
Apart from a window covered with plywood,
RU s.120 also features a large neon X spray
painted on the wall. Interestingly, large X’s
were spray painted on houses to indicate the
presence of dead bodies following Hurricane
Katrina. “I didn’t notice any dead bodies in
the area,” reassured Prof. McMichael.

Classy!

Refurbished Old RU Not
Good Enough Say
Profs, Students

Clockwise from above: RU s.120 with Hurricane Katrina X (and 6 types of wall surface);
RU s.117 No time to remove a sign before building a doorframe built over it;
RU s.106B with boarded up doorway. Pull the crazy level and the ceiling opens...try it!;
The retro payphone is surely worth a lot of money on e-bay.

Kiara and Lucie LLCE, L2 said, “when
there are windows it’s alright. On the ground
floor it’s terrible. We feel trapped. But “it’s
not really worse than Bat 13.”

Others were satisfied with the Old RU.
Prof. Besson said the condition of certain Pascale Sempere teaches all of her LEA
classrooms is “not only exhausting but classes in the Old RU. “I can’t complain,”
threatens everybody’s health.”
she laughed, “I have windows in all of them.”
The teacher who got the electric shock called “It’s better than Bat. 13…that was really bad”
the conditions “disgraceful… students are Prof McMichael, in a good mood when
expected to study in unacceptable conditions.” reached by email Sunday night, said “it’s fun
Pascal Bardet, DANG teacher, said window- teaching in such conditions.” Poor conditions
make you appreciate the new buildings, he
less rooms “are just unfit for teaching.”
said philosophically.
Mr. Ayala said there were “a few dust problems during the first few days” but an in- Mr. Ayala noted that when the reconstrucdependent health and safety inspection by tion is finished, the Mirail will be the
Veritas last week found there was “absolutely most “modern” campus in Europe. In the
no dust” and CO₂ levels meet regulations for meantime, he said certain profs have been
full and empty classrooms. It is, he stressed, understanding and accept the “difficult,
temporary” conditions, and students, he
“aux normes.”
continued, “are happy to be able to go to
But the Old RU still seems far from what class.”
you’d expect.
The Old RU classrooms are temporary, they
“The rain came in and there were big puddles are definitely not short term. While they
on the floor [of RU s.117]. It was for our will be in use until the end of the Mirail
Chinese exam so we had to find another Reconstruction project –thus at least 3 or
room. It was impossible to do an exam in 4 years- “10 years is possible. Maybe I’ll be
there,” said Anaïd, LEA, L3
gone before then,” Mr. Ayala said in what he
Fanny Valembois, their teacher, confirmed later explained was a joke.
this but praised the “commitment from the Mr. Ayala, it should be said, was extremely
maintenance service technicians” and noted forthcoming and very generous with his
that she requested a room at the last minute. time. He answered questions by phone and
Miriam too was in a room with “water run- replied to detailed notes in an email late
Friday afternoon. He and his team should be
ning from the roof.”
applauded for meeting the deadline everyone
Prof Besson had a leak in the ceiling in s.011. should recognize as ambitious.
On Friday, 5 April, puddles of water due to But we can still ask, what should the Mirail
leaking roofs could be found in s.101, s.106b community expect for temporary classrooms?
and particularly in s.117, where a large puddle Is it reasonable to expect paint on the walls?
covered the floor in front of the teacher’s desk Is it acceptable for windows to be boarded up?
and a table was covered in rainwater.
Should dust levels be checked and approved
Anaïd said working in a windowless room before the classrooms are opened? While
was unpleasant. “It doesn’t make you want to these things might meet minimum safety
study, you get a headache quickly. It’s worse regulations, do students and teachers have
the right to expect more than the minimum?
than Bat. 13.”

The number of this pay phone is:
05.61.16.65.35.
It works. Please only call in case of
emergency. Or beermergency.

Life on Mars?
You Can Hack that Shit:

By Rachel Eden Zimerman,
L1 Art History

Win a One-Way Ticket to the Red Planet...on Reality TV

H

oly mother of God. We’re going But – and here’s the other big innovation
to Mars!
- the majority of funding will come from
turning the colossal project into a reality
A loony Dutch entrepreneur
show! The recruits will be filmed during
named Bas Lansdorp - probably high as
their selection, training and during their
fuck - thought “Hey duude, it would be
awesome to colonize Mars, send people to
go live there forever and shit.” And Bam!

One of the creators of
Big Brother is already
involved... Some think
it’s a hoax or a scam.

While it might sound like a joke, Bas
seems motivated. Following studies to see
if the idea is scientifically possible, they
recently launched the ambitious project. It
seems sufficiently plausible that a number first years living on Mars. Hmm, how
of sponsors and suppliers from the aero- many doctors will kill themselves on this
space industry have signed on.
show?
Bas’s plan is to send a group of 4 people to
Mars in 2023 so they can start to build a
new world there. But before that, they’ll go
through an intensive eight years of training. Every two years other astronauts will
be sent.

Mission Timetable:
2013: Astronaut recruitment.
2016: Communication satellite and
supply mission to be sent to Mars.
2018: Planetary rover to find the
best spot for the settlement.
2020: Living and support units, a
rover and more supplies to be
sent. The rover to prepare the
settlement for human arrival.
2022: Mission launch for a seven
month trip.
2023 (April): Crew to land on Mars
(hopefully).

One of the creators of Big Brother is
already involved in the project, causing
some to say it will diminish the scientific The backing of prominent scientists would
credibility of the plan. (Really, why? *won- be reassuring if we didn’t know that most
dering face*)
people with PhD’s are fucked in the head.
Other critics have said Bas is just a nutty Being too smart can lead you down a dark,
It will be a one-way trip. No changing your rich guy whose plan is both technically twisted path. But anyway, I don’t think
mind. Don’t forget your toothbrush.
and financially implausible. Some think any of us Mariners are too worried on that
point, am I right?
That’s the great innovation of the plan. As it’s a hoax or a scam. Bas simply says he
wouldn’t
risk
his
career
on
it
if
he
truly
On the other hand, some scientists say
you might expect, sending a bunch of dudes
didn’t believe this could work.
Bas’s
plan
is
to Mars is expensive.
comically lacking
in detail. “It doesn’t
strike me as…plausible,” astronomer
Jonathan
McDowell told Wired
magazine. Landing
a guy on Mars is a
cute trick; keeping
him alive once he is
more complicated.
It’s all rainbows
and
butterflies
$6 billion is still a lot,
flying everywhere
however. Where will Bas the night he had his Mars One idea: “Lay off the drugs, Bas - it was just a song.”
tralalala but once
the money come from? “Bitch please, I’m so smart!”
there, you don’t
Well, Bas might look
really know what to
like a freaking duck (true story) and might
expect.
There
are
solar
eruptions and other
be high as the Empire State building most To enhance his credibility Bas has asMartian
stuff
that
isn’t
good for humans
of the time but he knows how to hustle. sembled a long list of advisers with PhD’s
I
guess.
and other assorted letters after their names.
First, you - Yeah, YOU! - can help by
I asked Kheiriane, L2 sociology/LLCE
clicking “Donate” on their website Gerard Blaauw, the chairman of the
English, what she thought of the project
Netherlands
Space
Society,
describes
mars-one.com. You can even make a
and she simply said “It’s as dumb as it is
the
idea
of
combining
media
and
space
monthly donation. So far they have raised
scary; we’d be better off taking care of
exploration
as
“visionary.”
$ 67,586, including $1070 from France
shit here instead of spreading it around
(Columbia, those cheap bastards, have only Nobel prize-winning Dutch physicist Dr.
the universe.”
given $2. C’mon!)
Gerard ‘t Hooft says it is an “extraordiIf you want to be a part of this great
Also available on the website is a merchan- narily daring initiative.”
adventure and fool around with little green
dise section where they sell lovely shirts The website features many more advisers
dudes you’ll be able to apply on the Mars
(with a lovely big red ball on it), mugs and and not all of them are named Gerard.
One website anytime soon. In the meanother super-duper stuff!
time, may the force be with you people.
But not bringing
the astronauts back
reduces costs dramatically. A NASA study
for a manned return
mission to Mars estimated a cost of $100
billion. Bas’s plan
is budgeted at only
$6 billion. It’s the
galactic equivalent of
shopping at LIDL.

Student Life

Where Have All The Unions Gone?
By Alex Herpe, M1½

I

n the years since 2009, student unions the lack of interest in student unions has a
seem to have disappeared from campus. broader explanation: “We live in a society
that is more and more individualistic.
Four years ago to the day, our univerWe face the University alone, we face
sity was experiencing one of the biggest
the C.A.F. alone, we face our problems
periods of unrest in its history. Four
alone… Our society is structured in a way
months of blocage would lead to high emothat individualizes everyone’s life.”
tions among university members, and for
the first time in over 30 years, riot police Since the L.R.U., UNEF activists have
would be called on campus, by president been more focused on individual student
Daniel Filâtre. The Liberties and Respon- problems, rather than on national issues.
sibilities of Universities Act (LRU), aka “We’ve been doing a painstaking task,
the Pécresse Law, would eventually be talking to students one by one, and trying
implemented, despite months of student to help them with their problems …We
protest.
help students tackle everyday issues, like
housing or exams. Of course we are less
This period of tension left its mark on our
visible doing this than when calling for
college community, even more so than the
meetings with hundreds of students… but
actual debates and the students’ demands.
we think this activist work will pay off.”
Four years later, openly saying the words
“A.G.” or “blocage” in public is still liable Kevin says most of the students who were
to start a wave of panic, if not a passionate part of the L.R.U. protests are now gone.
debate.
He is part of a new generation of activists,
who are willing to try new methods of
But how long has it actually been since we
social activism.
last heard these words? Has the Mirail
calmed down? What’s up with our Anthony and Audrey, both in L1 Sociollegendary political consciousness? Our ogy/Philosophy, are also part of that new
government, past and present, still seems generation of activists. They joined the
to be capable of providing good enough Sud-étudiant union as soon as they started
opportunities for students to debate and university. They say they are also trying
rebel. So why have our student unions new methods in order to make students
been so quiet?
more aware.
Kevin, whose name has been changed
upon his request, is a L3 student in
geography. Black leather jacket and threeday-stubble, the 21-year-old rather looks
the part. He has been an activist in the
UNEF union for a year and a half. Kevin
says the L.R.U. protest played its part in
the recent weakening of student activism: “there were several weeks of protests
and we ended up losing … People were
disappointed.”

“We organized the Three Days of Sudétudiant, three days with conferences on
feminism, racism and financial insecurity,”
says Audrey. “The main idea is to offer
something other than flyers and posters
in order to communicate our ideas.”

Here’s how to contact your
student unions:

Audrey and Anthony say they know
students sometimes have a bad image of
unions on campus. “We know we need
to make efforts in terms of visibility and
communication,” she says. “We are still
looking for ways to do better ... This is
also all new to us.”

She says Sud-étudiant has also been
focusing on helping students individually.
“There is almost always an activist in our
office and students come here regularly…
During the enrollment period, we often
Since 2009, it has also been harder to get one or two students asking us for help
recruit new activists. But Kevin thinks everyday.”

Sud-étudiant – FSE:

sudetudiant.mirail@gmail.com
Pauline: 06.69.27.43.04
or go to their office at lunch time

UNEF:

unef.tlse@gmail.com
or go to their office
Wednesdays at lunch time

Still, students should start hearing more
from unions as the government begins
implementing the 3rd act of the L.R.U.
law. Students will be invited to take part
in the information meetings and public
debates.

TOULOUSE BASEBALL
The Toulouse Tigers made us all proud
on Sunday, March 31st, when they held
off last year’s 2nd place team the Sénart
Templiers to a one-one split.

They lost the first game in an uneventful
1-0, and then came back in the second
for an exciting 7-3 victory. The sun was
warm and the beer was cold, and the
Mariners that made it out had a good
time.
The Toulouse Tigers’ Home Schedule:
March 31 - Toulouse v Sénart
April 7 - Toulouse v Montpellier
April 14 - Toulouse v Pôle Rouen
May 19 - Toulouse v Savigny
June 2
- Toulouse v Beaucaire
June 30 - Toulouse v Pôle Toulouse (?)
July 7
- Toulouse v Rouen
July 14 - Toulouse v PUC
Games are at 11:00 and 14:00. Free.

Don’t forget your Big League Chew

Editorial

France Strangling Free Speech (and Itself)

I

n the autumn of 2012, French Twitter erupted in a battle of racist jokes
and insults. Our judicial system, in
its response, has shown itself incompetent, irrelevant, and, moreover, racist.
This is why you should be alarmed:
The Courts Are Racist

The surge in racist tweets arrived around
October 14th, and was characterized by
the spike in popularity of certain hashtags,
which allow for easy searching and following of trending topics. The following were
among the most prominent: #unbonjuif,
#unbonmusulman, #simonfilsestgay, #simafillerameneunnoir, and #prenomdepute,
attacking Jews, Muslims, Homosexuals,
Blacks, and Women respectively, and
they were accompanied by off-color
jokes, images, or other offensive content.
A number of groups reacted, among them
the Union of French Jewish students
(UEJF), the Movement Against Racism and for Friendship between Peoples
(MRAP), SOS Racisme, and the International League against Racism and AntiSemitism (LICRA), and they brought a
lawsuit to identify the authors of tweets
using the #unbonjuif, #simonfilsestgay, and
#simafillerameneunnoir hashtags.

#
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@

for
38.5
million
euros, for its
refusal to provide
IP addresses.

Should a man in
his own country
who has done nothing but ignore the
racist noise of a foreign tribunal be tried
in a foreign Court? If a court in North
Korea, Sudan, or America subpoenaed us
in France, are we obligated to comply?

In April, 2011, The Mariner broke British
law by revealing the name of a recipient
of their Super-Injunction, all while never
leaving France. Should France have sold us
out to Britain’s self-purported “universal
jurisdiction?” Of course not. Is it fun to
break English law? Why, yes.
Hate Speech Cannot Be Defined

What’s funny for one is hurtful to another.
So who decides what crosses the line
and should be punished? Right now, it’s
probably some frustrated pencil-pusher
in a windowless office in some high-rise
in a banlieu of Paris. Now does he have
his own set of values and prejudices? Of
course - we all do. Will his judgment vary
from one day to another? Obviously. Is he
morally superior to you or me? Probably
not. So why does he get to choose what I
can say, see, hear, and read? He’s all the
more likely to defend his own ideology and
the power structure he’s a part of, and all
the less likely to welcome criticism of it.
Sir, you suck!

On January 24th, 2013, Judge AnneMarie Sauteraud rendered her decision:
the UEJF’s demand for the identities of
the authors of the #unbonjuif tweets was
“legitimate,” but the MRAP’s demand
concerning the other two hashtags was
not, as the group “wasn’t in a position
to act against homophobia” and that the
anti-Black tweets weren’t “determined”
enough. When our Courts decide to It’s easy to say that some speech should be
protect groups from hate speech, they do criminalized. The problem is that everyso unevenly and unfairly.
one wants to be the one who decides what
is acceptable and what is not. Limiting
speech only serves to put some people’s
The Courts Have Forgotten Their interests above others.
Jurisdiction
I found #unbonamericain on Twitter. It
Twitter erased the offending Tweets in hurt a little, but I’m used to it by now.
January, though this didn’t satisfy the Rather than call on the state to imprison
UEJF or the other groups. Sending their the author of the Tweet, I try to educate. As
demand all the way to California, they in- blogger Cyrus Farivar put it: “Undesirsisted that French law requires Twitter to able speech should be countered with
hand over the names of the account own- more speech, not censorship.” If
ers. Twitter, which runs its service entirely I could sue every time I felt
out of California, responded that, as an hurt or that my human
American company operating in America, dignity was affronted, I
they’ll wait for an American court order. could retire with a single
The UEJF is now suing Twitter, as well as copy of La Dépêche.
its CEO Dick Costolo, in a French court

France Already Has a Bad Reputation
for Internet Surveillance

Just last year, Nicolas Sarkozy proposed a
law that would make READING hatespeech a criminal offense. Essentially, if
you visited the wrong site more than once,
you would have broken the law, never
mind if your intentions were scholarly or
journalistic. Reporters Without Boarders
(RWB) journalist Lucie Morillon reminds
us that to technically accomplish this,
the French government would have to
monitor ALL INTERNET TRAFFIC.
RWB, itself a French organization, has
included France on it’s “Enemies of the
Internet” list since 2011.
Remember also that with encrypted chat
and email, Virtual Private Networks, the
Tor Network, etc; anyone who truly wants
to conceal their communications, (i.e. the
real terrorists!) can do so easily.
Laws Against Hate Speech Increase
Hate Speech

Following the news of their court victory,
Sacha Reingewirtz, Vice-President of
the UEJF, had this to say: “We’ve already
tweeted the decision. And we see on Twitter
that the decision has apparently triggered a
new rise of anti-Semitic messages directed at
our organization.” So after all that, censoring hurtful speech just incites more of it.
All this just makes it worse.
So what now?

The harsh and blurry laws limiting free
speech and their reckless and unfair enforcement should be moderated, repaired,
or removed from the Penal Code. In an
effort to preserve Fraternité, we throw
Liberté and Egalité into the wind, and end
up losing them all, a little like robbing
Peter AND Paul to pay Mary, and then
just robbing her too.

Our country should stop its expensive
international witch-hunt and look toward
actually protecting its citizens’ rights.
Only if she
treats us as free
adults can we
hope to treat
each other as
such.
C.H.

On Campus

“Do You Realize You Are Going To Teach,
Like, For Real??”

Spending a Year Teaching French in the UK & USA

by Ana Calvete, M2 English

W

ant to spend a year abroad but
worried about living expenses?
If insurance fraud isn’t your
thing, why not try working as a French
assistant?

feel much more confident,” said Lucie. For do naughty tongue-twisters about boobies
Ana “it’s a real pleasure.”
and nipples, humiliating games like counting backwards from 50 to 0 while jumping
One of the highlights was seeing students
on one foot in front of everyone. I’m sure
make progress. “It’s kind of cheesy,”
they secretly enjoyed it.” And so will your
said Ana, “but it’s the best feeling in the
students. “One day,” Vittoria recalled, “a
Besides a salary, you will also have “indeLucie wants everybody to student spelled ‘ je m’appelle,’ ‘J’aime ma
cent amounts of fun” said Lucie, one of
pelle.’ True story.”
four LLCE students who discussed their
know she is very
adventures recently.
When asked about the main difference
appreciative of
from the French way of life, Vittoria reVittoria and Marine recently returned
plied “civilized people,” echoing Marine:
American
boys.
from working as French assistants in
“[unlike in France,] teachers are highly
secondary schools in Leicester, (UK)
world, leaving the classroom and feeling valued and respected”. Lucie stresses that
and Dublin, (basically in the UK); Lucie
that you’ve made a difference.” Marine “people are warm and very kind. Honestly.
and Ana A. (not to be mistaken for the
remembered: “One lad* told me that he Truly. For real. All the time. I am also very
author of this article), are currently French
appreciative of Amerilectrices in universican boys. Please put
ties in Montana
that in the Mariner.
and Massachusetts
American boys are the
(USA) respectively.
shit, baby!”
Lucie warns that
In short: spend a year
“the paperwork is
abroad perfecting your
a total drag and
English and get paid
the Visa for the US
decent money “workwill cost you a trip
ing” about 12 hours
to Paris.” However
a week. Becoming a
“after 4 years at the
French assistant or
Mirail you are ready
Lecteur sounds like a
for the toughest
U-Mass in Amherst Massachusetts.
Lucie and her students. pretty good deal.
administration
It’s educational.
problems a human
being can face,” assured Ana.
had learned more with me in 2 weeks than
Rules & Stuff:
Now, a few figures: the two assistants with his former teacher in 3 years.” Vittoria
• Assistants with Le Mirailhad
the
same
feedback:
“I
just
somehow
taught 12 hours/week, to groups of 4 to
managed
to
make
them
enjoy
French
in
CIEP/Fulbright/Dickinson
10 students, and were paid 918€/month
spite
of
their
relentless
moaning.”
College, must be in L3.
(Dublin), and 1020€ (Leicester). The lectrices had classes of 4 to 30 students that
they taught 5-9 hours/week in addition to
office hours, which left them, according to
Lucie, “plenty of free time to do useless,
fun, health-damaging things.” Wages vary
according to the institution you work for
and the number of hours you teach (850€540€/month for Lucie; 1150€/month for
Ana).

The experience can also affect your future.
Marine is now applying for a PGCE
Master’s to be a French teacher abroad; on
the other hand, Vittoria quit her Masters
métiers de l’enseignement to study translation. “It made me realize I wasn’t probably
made for being a teacher. […] I can’t really
cope with the idea of having to spend the
rest of my life trying to make kids who
Note that the USA is only a good choice don’t really care learn.”
if you’re over 21. Not being able to drink However, they all found unexpected joys
for a year is not a prospect that anyone in teaching. Ana and her students “shared
should have to face.
hysterical laughter during role-play exerClasses can be intimidating. Marine recalls cises,” or while cooking crêpes together.
“10 boys staring at [her]” and it was even Lucie had French themed parties at her
worse for Lucie “I was shaking. Terrified. house.

•
•

Lecteurs must be in M1.
Once accepted, you don’t have
to stay enrolled as a student.
However, you can enrol and take
SED courses.

When do I apply?
Contact the person in charge
for details in mid-November.
Deadlines for returning completed
applications:
• Fulbright: 1st December
• Assistant Le Mirail-CIEP:
mid-December
Sweating madly - even from the upper lip. As an assistant, you will reinvent the • Lecteur: 1st week of January
(Yes.)” But that was 6 months ago. “Now I French language, like Lucie: “I made them • Assistant Dickinson College:
*One risk of going to the UK/Ireland is you’ ll pick up weird Brit-speak like
end of February
“ lads” and “That’s right rubbish, that is” or “Oo, I don’t ‘alf fancy you, luv.”

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment:

I

t’s
been
difficult for
me to juggle
my job and my
studies
this
year, and like
many students,
I already feel the
exams closing
in. I am being
crushed under
the pile of work
and the pressure is so intense that it’s
poisoning my sexuality. For the last few
months I haven’t had many chances to
entertain myself, so I try to find an opportunity in every situation. I am going
to share with you my idea for turning a
boring situation into an unforgettable
experience.
Twice a month I go and visit my family. It
takes two hours by car, or three by train,)
and I quickly adopted carpooling as my
preferred means of travel. I signed up on
the most popular website, and yee-haw! I
was ready to cruise 21st century style. I can
pick the driver, so I usually chose to select

21st Century Cruising

You’ve got wheels & I want to go for a ride

a female driver for two reasons. First, I deck of cards in his left hand then I woke
think girls are better drivers, and second, up from that wet nightmare and said to
I never miss a chance to find someone to myself: This is it. I need to invent a deck
pimp out my heart. Usually you get to of conservation cards.
travel with someone who is friendly but
I use these conversation cards a fair amount
who has very bad taste in music. The driver
and they really work. First, I try to figure
usually has the radio set to NRJ or Skyrock
out if the driver has a shred of humor; I
which always sends me into anaphylactic
am a crazy person but not that crazy. Then
shock. Thankfully, the driver is also usually
I show the driver the pile of cards - each
open to having a conversation with the
card has a number and I ask the driver to
stereo on low volume. Genera number. I do not force
I think pick
ally the topic is the weather or First,
the driver to answer every
carpooling itself. Personally I girls are better
question.
am not into meta-discussion, drivers... second,
I tried to make a variety of
so the conservation fades away,
and I’m left feeling like a ghost. I never miss a shades of questions, from
Soon the nob is back up to FM chance to find the pop cultural: “How come
music at full blast. I found a someone to pimp Donald Duck does not wear
pants but when he comes out
solution to prevent me from out my heart.
of the shower he has a towel
having “Call Me Maybe” stuck
in my head all week: I invented some rules tied around his waist?” to the exotic : “Can
for carpooling to make it interesting. As you name at least five different fish used
time passed by, I made up some new rules. to make surimi?” I’d pretend to be a sexist
I feel like the Catholic Church sometimes. douchebag: “On average a female brain
is 100g lighter that a male one, can we
I had this idea in a dream. I saw a little
jump to conclusions?” Or just naive: “Is it
man dressed in a red suit slowly dancing
safe to talk to the driver while he or she is
and talking backwards, he was holding a
driving?” You get the gist.

After a while I added new rules such as
trying to say a stupid word every time I
saw a yellow car, or adapting the pitch of
my voice according to the velocity of the
vehicle… some little things to challenge
myself. I don’t worry about looking crazy
or foolish because I use the same principle
for my carpool drivers I use for my chips: I
do not double dip. My friend Timmy uses
that principal for his love encounters but
that’s a totally different story.
I am not very proud of what I’m doing, but
afterwards I find very good comments
about me on the web site. I think that
people can get humor and like to be
surprised. So use that takeaway joke and
surprise your future carpoolers. You won’t
regret it.

The Mariner’s Million-Euro Advice:
Never walk inside the Arche without a pen!

by Alev

A student of the philosophy department can catch you there anytime to
fill out one their numerous studies. If you see one, the others are never
far away, once you say “yes” to one of them you feel like saying “yes” to
all of them...
Being an easy prey, I advise you to use another path to go the the BU
(I know it’s farther, but you’re losing two minutes to save twenty.)

If this is too physically demanding for you, you could always just tell
them that you’re with the Mariner. At the risk of skewing their results,
they’ ll leave you alone.
Got some good advice? Let us know at: the.mariner.news@gmail.com

